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IAY-ISLAND-VOYAGES
pRE-BOARDING & PRE-SAILING SAfETY CHECK LIST
SKIPPER & BOATMAN

I

I

1. Passengers marshalled onto pontoon wearing "Auto-inflation lifejackets
by shor~ staff.
2. Checll alilifejackets are fitted correctly.
3. Give "CompClny Safety Briefing" to all passengers, clearly and in a
informative manner, holding attention to the importance of information
being convered.
4. Poil'lt out the safety features of the boat.
5. Asse~ the "weight / size" of the different passengers to weight
distribution on the boat, prior to boarding.
6. With the assistance of the shore staff & boatman commence embarking
the p~ssengers, safely one at a time over the step gangway, conveying t
pasSen~er ~fely to the pod seat. Inform passenger to keep seated.
7. Oncfl all pasSengers seated. Evaluate IisVeven keel/trim of boat.
8. Heap count. Figures agreed with shore staff .
9. Pasj;age plan for voyage logged with shore staff. Return ETA logged.
10,Make address to passengers "Not to stand or attempt to get out of, or
change seats" once the boat is underway.

SAFETY CHECKS BEFORE LETING GO

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
(

I

Instruments check. "Fuel" "Engine temp"
Log.
~9mpass, G.P.S. Echo sounder.
Log.
fi~ed V.ii.F. Radio tested.
Log.
!Jilek up hand held V.H.F. tested.
Log.
~test weather report received.
6. 6.H.M.Tidal graph for the day referred to.
7. (>.lIlqose items and equipment stowed. Deck clear.
8. MonItor other trEjffic movements in the area, make
Sur~ of ~ clear passage away from berth.

NOTICE TO ALL SKIPPERS & BOATMEN

All Cardiff Bay Harbour Authority Rules & By laws ar
to be strictly complied with at all times. Speed is to
~~ kept within the limits set by the Harbour Authori
·Nall times.

BAY-ISLAND-VOYAGES.
EMERGENCY CONTINGENCY PLAN FOR NAVIGATION IN THE
BRISTOL CHANNEL

)

I. The "Boat Skipper" will refuse to board any person observed to be under the
influence of "Drugs or Alcohol"
2. In the event of a passenger suffering on voyage "Heart Attack" "Stroke"
"epileptic- fit" or any condition necessary for immediate medical attention, the
Skipper will make a "Pan.Pan" or "May Day" broadcast on "VHF Ch.l6"
On reception of the "Pan Pan" by the Coast Guard, the Skipper will give
vessels position and E.T.A. to "Penarth Coast Guard" slipway, convey details of the
casualty and type of medical emergency and any fist aid being given.
At Penarth coast guard slipway the casualty can be taken ashore at any state of tide to
an ambulance on the beach.
3. In the event of a person falling overboard." M.O.B. rescue techniques employed
and person recovered from the water"
Depending upon the time and degree of hypothermia the person may be suffering
after recovery from the water. Coast Guard to be informed if a "Medical Evacuation"
of the casualty will be necessary at "Penarth Coast Guard Slipway"

. )

4. In the event of a person or persons acting or behaving in a way that could
endanger themselves or other persons in the boat. The Skipper Will issue a "strong
verbal warning" that the trip will be "Aborted" and the boat will return to "Cardiff
Bay"
If the Skipper decides that a person or persons are not heeding the warning, and
continue to behave in a way that may cause danger, he may decide to inform the
"Coast Guard" of the situation and request "Police assistance" for disembarking the
person or persons.
5. In the event of Engines Breakdown/Steering FailurelFouled propeller. The
Skipper will consider anchoring (Depending on the vessels position) Call Coast
Guard with "Position" and
"P.O.B" in the event of vessel being considered safely anchored. Arrangements made
for a tow back to Cardiff Bay. If in any doubt about the safety of the "Vessel,
Passengers or crew" The Skipper will make "Pan Pan" or "Mayday" Broadcast.
6. In the event of a "Draw down" of "Cardiff Bay" when the vessel is operating
outside the Barrage locks. Return through the Barrage locks to Penarth Marina, if it is
safe to do so. Disembark passengers on prepared steps in the outer harbour, if the
Barrage locks are unavailable. Disembark passengers at Penarth pier or Barry harbour
if conditions warrant.
7. In the event of Collision, Fire, Grounding, Abandoning the vessel. The same
Contingency plans are to be followed as for Navigating in "Cardiff Bay"

BAY-ISLAND-VOYAGES

EMERGENCY CONTINGENCY PLAN WHEN NAVIGAnNG IN
CARDIFF BAY

1. In the event of a passenpr suffering from, "Heart Attack
"Stroke" "EpIleptic fit" or any other medk:ill conClltlon tIia
requires immediate aMdlcal attention. urgency broadc.st to b
IiIiIde on V.H.F. lIvIiIt cNttillls. Boat to Ntiim to poMOOii or as

I

I

directed by emergency servtc:ea.
n.. SkIpper shall admlnlste, "first aid" to tile CilMiatty and iipdat4
condition of casualty to......gency services.
IIOiIt to dock ....r to ambulance .nd casualty COIiWt)... iltlior••
Follow up reports made to "H.rbour AuthorIty" "M.C.A" .. I .....rance
company" and all rel.~aM pal'8Ons.

2. In the event of .. E....nas breako4lown" "Loss of stearin." "Fouled
propeller" or allY otII.r COI'IClItlOfl tliilt may affeCt the Mfe
manoeuvring of the boat.
The Skipper .. 10 consider the ..,. pOsItIon of the bOat WIth
reference to ..Set a DrIft" In view to .nchorIng.
HarbOur AuthOiltY to be III'''''''' 011 V.H.F. of position of the bOat
.nd details of the "Break down" .nd P.O•••
company . . . . $tiIff lI.foimed ilnd tow arrangements ...... to
retum to berth.
'
Mottl. Dependng upon tile clrca.stanch of the case the SkIpper
...y decide to upPade the situation to an "Urgency or May Day"
If aflY 1.......dlaOl danler to IIf. Is .IIY........

,

I

th.,.,.....

3. In the event of collision with another v....., a bouy, or structure
the Skipper shall a .... , ... situation cobcemlng
dlate
safety of the boat, passengers and crew. Urgency or May D.y
broadcast on V.H.F. glvllll details of boats .,.,.ltlOb, P.O••• any
Injuries to penons and damale sustained to boat. Assistance
required.
If the coIUslon was with another v....., the SkIpper ...y render
SUCh assistance to the other v..... as Is Nqiilrecl, ~ he ....
satisfied himself tIiat
no danger to own boat, p ••••ngers

orerew.

there"

If In danger of flooding / sinking, life saving equipment to be
deployed and passengers and crew transferred to Ilfe.riIft.
In .11 ca... of colll.lon, "however minor" follow up reports are to
be submitted to the "Harbour AuthOrity. M.C.A. .. In.urance Co."
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CARDIFF BAY
4. In the .v.nt of the boat running .......nd.

("

I

The SkIpper shall ..... the situation . . to the position of the b
check position on G.P.$. and chart. Determln. the current direc
and rate, wind ..... d • dlrectloft. Determine If the boat,
passe....... or crew are In any da....r, If so, Ilf. . .vlng .qulpme
made ready for .....
An U...ncy or May Day broadcast on V.H.F. giving details of
position, a..lstance required, P.O.B. Md any other relevant
details.
The Skipper shall d.termlne the water tll&ht Inteplty of the hull.
Sound void apac.s and ........ start bilge pumps If nec ..sary an
calculate If hull Is breach.d that pumps can cope with the In-flo
of water.
When anlstanca arrlv. . the SkIpper shan decld. If It Is safe to
accapt a tow lin. for towing off the ground. Subject to any hull
br.ac..... I.,... of water and bll•• pumps capacity to deal wi
any In.floodlng.
If In any doubt .....rdlng the . .v.alty of huD damage affectlq
Buoyancy of the boat the .. Em....ncy Ute Raft" to be Inflated a
anade fast alongside. All ............. and crew transferred to th
Ilferaft and tow lin. mad. fast to tile literaft.
Uferaft towed away by raacue boat to position to embark
pes. .n..... to hersalf.

The above- Is a ·Worst Case Scenario" .. most of Cardiff Bay Is
mud. Also by construcUon a R.I.B. has a great amount of buoyan

Follow up reports to. "Harbour Authority. M.C.A. Insurance Co."

..

)

5. In the event of a person or persons failing overboard.
urgency or May Day Broadcast. Depending on the circumstance
and the situation.
The SkIpper or Boabnan shall jettison llfebouy, the boat tamed
around (WIlliamson TUm) all the time k_plng casualtl. . In slCh
Person or persons retrieved from the water using M.O.a.
techniques. If person or persons are undetected S.A.R. search
~ commence (with other craft)
Upon rescue of casualties, Skipper to administer fI...t aid and t
for hypoth.rmla. On direction from Emergency sarvIcas procee
the nearest berth to transfer the casualty to Aanbulance.

Note. All pas. .nge... and crew wear .. Auto-Inflate IIfeJack.ts" a
tlm.s.
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PASSAGE PLAN

From: Cardiff Bay.

(

.)

Wit!,
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

To: Ranie houy. Flat Holm. Steep Holm. Monkstone Lt.h
Return to Cardiff Bay.

Puitil!!!.
Lavemock pt.{Ranie houy)
NE Flat Holm.
N Steep Holm.
Monkstone Lt.H.
South Cardiff Souy.
Cefit-y-Wrach Chan.

bilL

LgIII

5124.2N
5123.1 N
5120.6N
51 24.8N
5124.1 N
51 26.8N

0309.1 W
0306.7W
0307.8W
0306.0W
0308.6W
0309.7W

Coarse. l!iltaSSl.
176 Mag.
132 Mag.
185 Mag.
013 Mag.
246 Mag.
350 Mag.

2.3NM
1.9NM
2.5NM
4.2 NM
1.8 NM
2.2 NM

Chart sequence.
B.A. Chart No.1 182 "Barry and Cardiff roads with approaches"
B.A Chart No. 1176 "Severn Estuary-Steep Holm to Avonmouth"
B.A Chart No. 1179 "Bristol Channel"
Electronic Chart NE I 76T1 6 "Bristol Inner Channel"

Pubtication~

.

Bristol Channel Pilot (Stanfords)
Harmonic tide predictions secondary ports (Flat Holm & Steep Holm) SHM.
B.A. and local Notices to Mariners.
Reeds Nautical Almanac (2002)

( .\

Notes.
Contact Barrage on VHF Ch. 18.
Cefyn-y-Wrach Channel (Comercial Vessels) VHF Ch. K 6<'1
Penarth & Swansea Coast Guard. VHF Ch. 16. & 67.
Be aware of strong tides/currents in all area's of the channel,very strong current off
the "Ranie houy" area.
Be aware of large rise & fall of the tide.Daily Ref. "Drying heights" to "SHM" to
compute the "Minimum safe height" to pass over soundings at chart datum.

Bay-Island Voyages. Payaae plan.Trlp Schedule.

Location

Coy!!!.

Distance· Speed.

Ii!!!!.

1 Total Distiance :2 Total VARIFul1

18.31 nm.
28 min.
42 min.
30 min.
:- 15 min.

:a 1 hr. SSm.
Trip sched.Commenclng in the Morning.
Time.
1 0945 hrs.
20955 hrs.
31000 hrs.
41015 hrs.
5 1018 hrs.
6 1023 hrs.
7 1026 hrs.
8 1031 hrs.
9 1041 hrs.
10 1044 hrs.
11 1054 hrs.
12 1101 hrs.
13 1104 hrs.
14 1107 hrs
15 1112 hrs.
16 1115hrs.
17 1130 hrs.
18 1135 hrs.
19

Details ~fTrip.
Passengers kit up. Safety briefing.Boarding and seating. I
Prior Notice on VHF.
Let ao from berth.Proceed to Sea Lock.
Proceed into Sea Lock.Make Fast.More about Safety equipment.
Let go from Sea Lock_proceed to outer harbour.(SIow
(Full speed)
Outer bouys to Ranie bouy.
Off Ranie bouy.Talk on Lavemock Point.
I
(Full
Depart Ranie.Proceed to Flat Holm East.
Off Flat Holm East.Proceed Around Isiand.Talk / intresting paints.
(Full speed)
Depart Flat Holm.Proceed to Steep Holm.
Off Steep Holm North.Proceed around Island.Talk.etc.
(F/
Depart Steep hoIm.Proceed to Monkstone L.H.
Off Monkstone L.H. Proceed around the L.H. Talk/History etc.
Depart Monkstone L.H. Proceed to South Cardiff Bouy. (F/Speed)
(Full speed)
Alter course for outer harbour bouys.
Off outer harbour.Proceed to Sea Lock.(prior VHF Notice given.)
(Time in locks approx.15 min.)
Enter Sea Lock And make fast.
Let ao from Sea Lock and proceed to berth. (not yet Known)
Off berth.Tie up.De rig/De brief Passengers.Disembark all.
Get rea~for the next lot. Klttlna UP at 1145 hl1l.
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Annex E

Medical report by RNLI consultant occupational physician

Annex F

High speed craft; motion, ergonomics and injury: A summary report for the MAIB

HIGH SPEED CRAFT;
MOTION, ERGONOMICS & INJURY:
A summary report for the MAIB.
Trevor Dobbins and Stephen Myers
STR/MAIB//1.0/2008
December 2008
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1. Introduction
i)
The following background information is provided to the MAIB for their
investigation into an injury sustained on a Rigid Inflatable Boat (RIB).
ii) The information provided within this document is a very brief synopsis of the area.
It is advised that interested parties obtain more detailed information before any
significant decisions are considered.

4

2. High-speed craft shock and vibration
i) High Speed Craft (HSC) have been shown to experience impacts in excess of 20g
perpendicular to the deck, and in excess of 10g parallel to the deck. An example of
typical motion experience in a HSC is shown in Figure 1. This illustrates a section of
a three hour transit in a 28’ RIB, travelling at ~40 knots, in a sea state 1-2. Note the
predominance of impacts of around two to three g, a number of impacts around
seven g, and a twenty g impact.

Figure 1. An example of the deck motion (gZ) of a 28’ RIB travelling at ~40 knots in a
sea-state 1-2.
ii) Previous research utilised traditional naval architecture methodologies for
analysing the motion of HSC such as RIBs. This principally focused on the average
vibration (rms), and the Vibration Dose Value (VDV) method that provides an
additional emphasis on the shocks encountered. These methods have been found to
be ineffective or relatively poor for the analysis of HSC motion.
iii) The motion of HSC can be defined as a series of discreet impacts/shocks. This
concept was used by the US Army to develop an analysis methodology (ISO 2631
Pt5) for exposure to repeat shocks of up to 4g in land vehicles.
iv) Recent research by the USN, specifically targeted at HSC motion analysis, has
further developed the ISO 2631 Pt5 to increase it’s validity to >14g. UK researchers
have developed an analysis methodology for examining the magnitudes and
distribution of the impacts, this is known as the Impact Count Index (ICI).
v) The impacts experienced by a HSC are generally greater at the front of the boat
and reduce towards of the rear of the craft. Therefore those sitting at the front of the
HSC are likely to be exposed to greater impacts than those at the rear.

5

3. Lower back injuries sustained on HSC.
i) The magnitude of the forces experienced by HSC occupants (re: Section 2.i) put
an excessive load on the skeletal system and particularly the lower back. Although
the spinal column can tolerate large loads when applied axially, the risk of injury is
exacerbated with the application of transverse loads, for which the spine is not
designed, and if the spine is misaligned/bent during the application of the force.
ii) Poor spinal postural alignment is common on HSC where seats with poor
ergonomics are used and/or the occupants are undertaking activities that result in
misalignment.
iii) Examples of seat design features that can lead to increased risk of injury include
seat cushions that can result in an increase in the impact magnitude. This is
because the individual will still be moving downwards, compressing the cushion,
while the boat has landed and is travelling upwards. This results in an increased
impact magnitude as the boat seat and occupant are travelling in opposite directions
at the point of impact.
iv) Fast jet pilot ejection's and helicopter crash landing have the same issue with
seat cushions, and great efforts are made to optimise the cushioning material to
reduce the impact magnitude along with using seat-belts to maintain contact between
the individual and the seat.
v) Increasing foam thickness may enhance comfort by reducing vibration in relatively
benign conditions, but it will lead to an increase in impact magnitude (re: 3.iii).
Therefore thinner, firmer cushioning material should be considered along with
optimising the shape to distribute the contact pressure.
vi) Handles that are poorly located, e.g. too narrow and low, can result in a lack of
support to the torso resulting in poor spinal alignment and the risk of impact injuries
from falling. Refer to Section 5 for further information.

6

4. Shock mitigation
Shock mitigation can be achieved by two means, procedural and engineering
solutions.
i.

Procedural solutions can be divided into a number of areas
a. Coxswain training; the coxswain has a direct influence over the crafts motion
exposure by their use of the steering and throttle to control the craft. The
principal mechanism influencing craft performance and therefore shock
exposure is throttle response. The ability of the coxswain to use the throttle
to reduce shock exposure, i.e. reduce power before reaching the top of a
wave, may be taught, and is enhanced with training. It should be noted that
in certain circumstances and sea conditions increasing speed can enhance
ride comfort, but, this is a technique for very skilled coxswain.
It is
understood that there is no recognised course that provides such training to
enhance coxswain skill in poor sea conditions.

ii.

b.

Sea condition exposure; the greater the sea-state the greater the risk of
impacts occurring. The organisation responsible for the HSC transits should,
within their risk assessment, document the sea conditions that they are
responsible for operating in. In general, emergency operations will take
place in harsh sea conditions whilst pleasure rides may be restricted to
relatively benign conditions.

c.

Passenger briefing; the individuals should understand what they will be
exposed to during a HSC transit. The importance of good posture should be
stressed, along with highlighting the risks to health in a similar manner to
those for a roller coaster ride.

Engineering solutions; Systems are readily available to reduce exposure to
repeated shocks.
a. A HSC Human Factors Engineering Design Guide is available to the industry
as a free download from the internet. This provides assistance to designers,
builders, buyers and operators on how to enhance their craft and its
operation.
b.

Ergonomics; HSC seats and support features (hand-holds etc.) should be
designed to optimise the occupants posture and therefore spinal alignment.
The occupant’s interaction with the crafts systems (steering, throttle,
navigation, communications, etc.) should be designed so that spinal
alignment is maintained.

c. The magnitude of the impact on a HSC are greater at the bow, and reduce
towards the stern of the craft. Placing the passengers on seats at the front of
the craft will expose them to the greatest impacts. When the coxswain is
located at the rear of the craft they will experience a reduced impact
magnitude than the passengers. By locating the coxswain at the front of the
craft they will receive the greatest impacts and are therefore more likely to
reduce speed, also the passengers will be positioned toward the rear of the
craft and experience a reduced magnitude of impact. If it is important for a

7

crew person to be able to monitor the passengers (which would be
impossible for the coxswain at the front of the craft) then a second crewmember should be located at the rear of the craft.
d.

Suspension seats; there are a number of commercially available suspension
seats that are designed for HSC applications. A number of these have been
tested and shown to reduce the magnitude of exposure to repeated impacts.

e. Suspended deck; although there are a number of patents describing
suspended deck systems, only one has been developed and demonstrated in
a small HSC. Initial testing has shown that the system is capable of reducing
impact magnitudes; further testing is required to verify the results.
f.

8

Hull design; The geometry of the HSC hull has a large effect on the ride
comfort and impact exposure. Larger craft have a more comfortable ride,
although this is also normally related to an increase in weight that enhances
ride comfort. For a mono-hull, the dead-rise angle is also critical to reducing
impacts, the steeper the angle the better the ride, whereas the shallower the
angle (i.e. a flat bottomed boat) the harsher the ride. Catamarans and
multihull designs can also enhance ride comfort although there are often
operational requirements that limit the use of these designs.

5. Specific issues relating to the casualty's posture
From the information provided by the MAIB the following points are made relating to
the casualty’s posture and related issues:
i. Posture; the principal issue is with the front seat and its handle. The position of
the handle is considered to be too low and too narrow. By being too low it provides
no support to stop the individual from being thrown forward as the boat impacts with
the water. By being too narrow it provides little lateral support to the individual when
the boat impacts with the water or during cornering. This poor support means that the
individual will use other means of support and stability wherever possible. In this
case the individual used the rope on the RIB sponson to provide additional lateral
support. The problem with this is that it can result in the spine being misaligned and
therefore being put at an increased risk of injury. Also the position of the seat means
that the left foot of the occupant is not placed on the flat deck with a non-slip surface,
and is therefore on an angled surface that will be slippery when wet. This may also
reduce the stability of the seat occupant.
This situation can be avoided by
repositioning the seats so that they have the appropriate non-slip deck space around
them. This would most likely require the number of passenger seats on the boat to
be reduced. The issues with seat design and the occupants posture are graphically
described in Figures 2, 3 and 4 where an illustration using a skeleton has been used
to describe the resultant posture of the spine.

Figure 2. An illustration of the casualty’s anticipated posture during the transit indicating
the curvature of the spine.
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Figure 3. A graphical representation of the effect of using a ‘low, narrow’ handle on the
seat occupants posture pre and post wave impact indicating the inability to maintain a
good posture with spinal alignment.

Figure 4 An illustration of the casualty’s anticipated posture during the wave impact.
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ii. Seat; The seat used on the RIB was fixed and had no shock mitigation capability.
The cushioning on this type of seat is generally designed to provide comfort.
Unfortunately when a boat with this design of seat lands the boat reaction (bounce)
means that the seat base is travelling upwards as the occupant is still moving
downwards compressing the cushion. The resultant impact is greater than the deck
impact and therefore leads to a greater risk of injury (Re: Section 3iii-3v).
iii. Unfortunately the HSC industry does not recognise the seat as being one of the
most important features of the boat. An example of this is shown in Figure 5 where the
seat cushion covers have been allowed to degrade and no maintenance has been
undertaken. This lack of maintenance will allow water ingress to the cushion, as well as
the foam material to protrude through the holes, both of which will accelerate the
degradation process.

Figure 5. An example of wear-and-tear on a RIB seat, demonstrating a lack of
maintenance, which accelerates the degradation of the seat cushion.
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6. Legislation
i) The EU Physical Agents Directive includes the control of exposure to whole body
vibration (WBV).
ii) This legislation for the UK marine industry is overseen by the UK Maritime and
Coast Guard Agency (MCA). An MCA Marine Guidance Note has been issued and
can be found at www.mcga.gov.uk/c4mca/353.pdf.
iii) An example of how extreme HSC motion is compared to terrestrial transport is
that the 8 hour WBV exposure action value can be exceeded within 15 minutes in an
8.5m RIB travelling at ~40kts in a seat state 2. The graph shown in Figure 6
indicates how far in excess of the recognised Exposure Action Value (EAV) and
Exposure Limit Value (ELV) a 28’ RIB travelling at ~40kts in a sea-state 2 will be. At
one hour the exposure is 7.5 times the EAV, while at four hours the exposure is 10
times the ELV and 24 times the EAV.

Figure 6. An example of how a 28’ RIB travelling at ~40kts in a sea state 2 will
exceed the EU WBV Exposure Action and Limit Values.
iv) Compliance with this legislation by the HSC industry sector will assist in reducing
both the risk of the acute injuries described above and chronic injuries that are
common in professional HSC operators.
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Annex G

Annex 9 to the Yellow Code; Skippered Charter - Safety Briefing

ANNEX 9
SKIPPERED CHARTER – SAFETY BRIEFING
1 Before the commencement of any voyage the skipper should ensure that all
persons on board are briefed on the stowage and use of personal safety
equipment such as lifejackets, thermal protective aids and lifebuoys, and the
procedures to be followed in cases of emergency.
2 In addition to the requirements of 1, the skipper should brief at least one
other person who will be sailing on the voyage regarding the following:.1 Location of liferafts and the method of launching;
.2 Procedures for the recovery of a person from the sea;
.3 Location and use of pyrotechnics;
.4 Procedures and operation of radios carried on board;
.5 Location of navigation and other light switches;
.6 Location and use of firefighting equipment;
.7 Method of starting, stopping, and controlling the main engine; and
.8 Method of navigating to a suitable port of refuge.
Safety cards will be considered to be an acceptable way of providing the
aboveinformation.

Annex H

RYA powerboat training course syllabi

Preparation:
Launching & recovering
Safety equipment
Lines & fenders
Fuel tanks
Boat handling and manoeuvres:
Effects of current or tide
High and low speed manoeuvring
Propeller controls
Securing to a buoy
Anchoring
Being towed
Leaving and coming alongside
Man overboard

Preparation:
Launching & recovering
Safety equipment
Pre-start checks
Personal buoyancy

Boat handling and manoeuvres:
Starting and stopping
Use of kill cord
Steering controls
Securing to a buoy
Leaving and coming alongside
Being towed

SAFETY BOAT COURSE
Preparation:
Safety equipment; Assistance with race management; Crew communications.
For holders of the
Boat handling and manoeuvres:
Positioning in respect to fleet; Standing off another craft; Coming alongside under
way; Dinghy (including high performance) and windsurfer rescue; Towing; Mark
laying.
Theory and background:
Rescue of other water users
Communications
VHF
First aid

Theory and background:
Types of craft and engine
Maintenance checks
IRPCS
Weather forecasts
Emergency action

NATIONAL POWERBOAT
COURSE

INTRODUCTION TO
POWERBOATING

Theory and background:
IRPCS
Ropework
Awareness of other water users

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 1

RYA NATIONAL POWERBOAT SCHEME

RYA/MCA ADVANCED POWERBOAT
CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCE
Pre-exam experience:
2 years relevant experience including night pilotage. As a guide: 30 days, 2 days as
skipper, 800 miles, 12 night hours.
For holders of the
Advanced Powerboat course completion certificate:
20 days, 2 days as skipper, 400 miles, 12 night hours.
Form of examination:
Practical exam lasting 4-5 hours for one candidate, up to 7 hours for 2 or 3
candidates.
Certification required before examination:
VHF/SRC Operator’s licence, valid first aid certificate.

You are required to hold a first aid
certificate and a VHF operator’s
certificate

Boat handling and manoeuvres:
High speed boat handling
Advanced manoeuvres
Manoeuvring in rough weather
Chart plotters and radar
Pilotage by day and by night
Emergency situations
Differences for a twin engine
vessel

Boat handling and manoeuvres:
Effect of waves and rougher
conditions
Power trim and trim tabs
Berthing in differing situations
Use of GPS in high speed
navigation and pilotage by day
It is strongly recommended that
candidates hold a first aid
certificate and a VHF operator’s
certificate

Preparation:
Passage planning
Meteorology
Skipper’s responsibilities

POWERBOAT DAY
CRUISING COURSE

ADVANCED

Preparation:
Pilotage
Navigation
Fuel and engine checks

POWERBOAT DAY
CRUISING COURSE

INTERMEDIATE

